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Abstract – For the realization of tunable matching networks, different approaches based on functional
materials or micromechanical devices with varying performances has been presented in the past. The
dynamic control of these devices requires the measurement of the transmitted power. This paper evaluates
different methods for adequate power measurement within the context of mobile communication devices in
the frequency range of 500 MHz to 5 GHz. The circuits are analyzed and compared concerning their insertion
loss, integrability, size and multiband-capability.
Index Terms – Cognitive radio, impedance matching, power measurement, reconfigurable architectures,
transceivers, tunable matching networks

1. Introduction
The undergoing research in the field of mobile communication systems focuses on the development of software defined
radios (SDR) and cognitive radios (CR) [1]. Although SDR
suggests the complete realization of the radio in software,
both approaches depend highly on an innovative reconfigurable RF front-end topology, to achieve cost- and powerefficient multiband operation, whereas the multistandard
functionality is obtained by a specific software in the digital
baseband processor. A further advantage of reconfigurable
front-ends is the possibility of compensating some environmental effects, such as changes of the antenna input impedance and of fabrication tolerances by tuning the components.
In this context, tunable matching networks (TMN) can be
used to maximize the transmitted power, which results in a
higher efficiency of the front-end and therefore in a longer
battery lifetime of mobile terminals. The TMN transforms the
load impedance ZL towards the source (impedance ZS) to
fulfill the power matching criteria (ZS = ZL*). Many different
topologies of TMN Q
have been presented and evaluated in the
past, for example
– and T-structured tunable matching
networks based on ferroelectric varactors [2], [3]. For the
implementation of tunable matching circuits, the TMN
subsystem block has to implement the intrinsic matching
circuitry, power measurements and a suitable control part,
which has to contain the control logic and the mandatory
converters between digital and analog domain as shown in
Figure 1.
Beside the RF properties of the components also the power
requirements, the measurement circuits and the control of the
devices has to be taken into account. Publications usually
present the subsystem on component level. Only few publications such as [4] or [5] take these aspects into account. This
paper analyzes the feasibility of different measurement

methods for tunable impedance matching networks, which is
necessary for the efficient control of the networks.

2. Control of Tunable Matching Networks
Tunable matching networks increase the transmitted power
PL by transforming the load impedance towards the source.
The transmitted power can be calculated with
PL ðZS ; ZL Þ ¼ PS ¢ ½AL þ AM ðZS ; ZL Þ¤,

where PS is the output power of the source. The terms in
brackets represent the losses introduced by the matching
circuit; it contains the (constant) insertion losses AL introduced by the matching network and the losses resulting from
the mismatch AM between source- and load-impedance. Using
eq. (1) the transmitted power can be dynamically maximized
by the minimization of the matching losses AM.
The maximum output power results from the power matching
condition ZS = ZL*. In case of real resistances the power
matching condition is equivalent to the reflection matching
condition ZS = ZL and the matched condition can easily be
determined with zero reflected power. For measurements of
the reflected power, different techniques have been developed, e. g. based on directional couplers or waveprobes [6].
These structures couple out a small amount of the reflected
power. In a second step the coupled wave is fed into a power
measurement circuit which generates the input signal for a
simple minimization algorithm.
In case of complex impedances this simple approach does not
hold, because the power matching criterion is not identical
with the reflection matching condition. To achieve the
maximum power at the load the reflection coefficient has to
be adjusted to
G¼

Fig. 1: Tunable impedance matching subsystem consisting of matching
circuit (MC), power measurement (PM), and a control part, containing the
control logic (mC) and converters between digital and analog domain (DAC).

(1)

ZL ¢ ZS ZL ¢ ZL j ¡ =ðZL Þ
¼
¼
,
ZL þ ZS ZL þ ZL
< ðZ L Þ

(2)

which requires a complex measurement of the reflected wave
instead of a measurement of the absolute value as before. This
leads to a much more complex circuit, which is not suited for
mobile applications.
Instead of measuring the reflection coefficient the voltage
across the load impedance can be measured to maximize the
transmit power up to the point where the power matching
condition is fulfilled. The power at the load can be calculated
with
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PL ¼

jUL j2
< ðZ L Þ

(3)

Even if the load impedance is unknown the maximization of
the power is possible by maximizing the voltage across the
load UL.
Different methods of measuring the power at the load will be
discussed and compared in the following.

3. Power Measurement Circuits
In the past many different methods for the measurement of
the transmitted power has been developed. This paper
compares the most adequate approaches in the frequency
range from 500 MHz to 5 GHz, where most of the mobile
communication systems are established. Although not suited
for complex reflection measurement a directional coupler and
a waveprobe have been built up for comparison. Beside these
classical approaches two different possibilities for monitoring
the voltage across the load are discussed in detail. All circuits
are simulated with Agilent ADS, fabricated and finally
measured with an Anritsu 37397C VNA. The structures (see
Fig. 2) are realized on standard FR-4 substrates with a
thickness of 0.5 mm having an overall size of approximately
50 mm x 30 mm.

which can easily be achieved for a dualband design with
harmonic frequencies, but not for a complex setup with
arbitrary frequencies. For this scenario, the diode has to be
placed directly at the load (n = 0), because only this point is
independent of the frequency. This is usually not possible, so
this approach is limited to singleband applications in practice.
A demonstrator based on the commercial available zero bias
Schottky diode ”MP2066” from M-Pulse Microwave [7]
attached to a 50 W-transmission line was built. Due to the
high differential resistance (Rv = 5 kW) and a low total
capacitance (Ct0 = 15 fF) the input reflection coefficient of
the line is very small (measured S11  -15 dB). The device has
an effective overall size of 3 mm x 3 mm and it shows a low
insertion loss of  0.85 dB over the whole frequency range
(see Fig. 6).

2.1 Simplified Six-Port Power Detector
To overcome the singleband limitation of the single diode
detector, it is possible to use more diodes to sample the
voltage on the transmission line. This method is derived from
the six-port theory for the measurement of complex reflection
parameters as described in [8].
The measurement circuit consists of a transmission line with
diodes acting as voltage detectors distributed along the
transmission line (see Fig. 4). The voltage at distance l from
the load is dependent on the forward traveling wave with
^ and the reflection coefficient G. It can be
amplitude U
calculated with
¢
^ ¡ ejgl þ G¡e¢jgl
U ðl Þ ¼ U

Fig. 2: Picture of the fabricated structures. From left to right: Directional
coupler, waveprobe, single diode detector and simplified Six-Port power
detector.

(5)

^
For the determination of the unknown complex amplitude U
and the complex reflection coefficient G at least four measurements of the amplitude of U at different positions l1 ¡ ¡ ¡ l4 are
necessary.
Knowing the waveform of the standing wave, it is possible to
extrapolate the voltage at the load l = 0 which is sufficient for
the control algorithm as described above. The calculation of

2.1 Single Diode Detector
The single diode detector uses a diode to monitor the voltage
on the transmission line at a certain distance $l$ from the load,
e. g. directly at the end of the line (see Fig. 3). For a correct
measurement of the voltage across the load, the diode has to
be placed at distance l ¼ nl (n 2 N0 ) from the load.
The power at the load can be maximized by using eq. (3) with
the relation UL = U(l=0) = U(l=nl) and leads to a simple
maximization algorithm. The main drawback of this approach
is the missing multiband capability. For multiband functionality the diode placement has to meet
l ¼ n1 ¡ l1 ¼ n2 ¡ l2 ¼ . . . ¼ nN ¡ lN for n1¡¡¡N 2 N0 ,
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Fig. 4: Power Measurement with a simplified Six-Port device. The voltage
across the load can be extrapolated from voltage measurements with diode
detectors distributed over the transmission line.

(4)

Fig. 3: Power Measurement with one diode at arbitrary position l at the
transmission line.

Fig. 5: Realized simplified Six-Port power measurement circuit.

3. Conclusion and Outlook

Fig. 6: Insertion loss of the different power measurement circuits. For
comparison also the insertion loss of a transmission line of the same length
is shown.

the waveform can be done without the exact knowledge of the
reflection coefficient, so the number of voltage probes can
further be decreased from four to three. This circuit is in the
following named simplified Six-Port Power Detector. In
general the spacing of the diodes has to fulfill the Nyquist
theorem, which enables a distinct calculation of the waveform
in the controller. For the maximum sensitivity of the measurement circuit the diodes should be distributed over a quarter
wavelength transmission line, which results in a maximum
difference between the measured voltages. Theoretically also
shorter transmission lines or undersampling techniques can be
used for further decreased space occupation. The algorithm
calculating the waveform and the control algorithm can easily
be integrated into a specific front-end controller, but also the
integration into the baseband processor of a mobile terminal
is possible.
For the demonstration of this structure a circuit (see Fig. 2
and 5) with three diodes has been realized. The measurement
section has a length of 10 mm l / 14 @ 1 GHz and a spacing
of 5 mm between the diodes. The circuit has an insertion loss
of less than 1 dB and has an overall size of 12 mm x 7 mm.
Table 1: Comparison of different power measurement approaches.
Property

Coupler / Waveprobe

Single
Diode

Simplified SixPort

Measurement

PT and jG j

jUL j only

UL and G

Size / mm2

266 / 56
– to o

9
+

84
+

IL / dB

1.4 / 0.9
–/+

0.85
+

0.9
+

Complex Loads

–

+

+

Multiband

+

o to –

+

RF-Complexity

o

+

o

Computation
Complexity

o to –

+

o

”+
+” suited, ”o” suited with limitations and ”–” unfavorable
for tunable matching purpose

In this paper different techniques for the power measurements needed for tunable matching networks has been
analyzed. The different approaches have been simulated,
built up and measured with a VNA. The performance,
especially the insertion loss, and the size of the devices have
been evaluated. The results are depicted in Fig. 6 and show a
good agreement between measurements and simulations.
Table 1 summarizes all parameters of the different structures.
In conclusion, the single diode and the simplified Six-Port
measurement circuit are suited for controlling tunable
matching networks. The single diode detector is the simplest
and most accurate way for measuring the transmitted power.
Due to integration and single band operation limitations this
method is suited for few applications. In contrast the
simplified Six-Port power detector shows the most promising
performance in a wide range for multiband operation. Future
steps will be the integration of the measurement circuit into a
demonstrator according to Fig. 1 and its evaluation. Different
control algorithms will be investigated based on this system.
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